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Think different.
Running SAICSIT’99, the annual research conference of the South African Institute for Computer Scientists and Information Technologists, has been quite an experience.

SAICSIT represents Computer Science and Information Systems academics and professionals, mainly those with an interest in research. When I took over as SAICSIT president at the end of 1998, the conference had not previously been run as an international event. I decided that South African academics had enough international contacts to put together an international programme committee, and a South African conference would be of interest to the rest of the world.

I felt that we could make this transition at relatively low cost, given that we could advertise via mailing lists, and encourage electronic submission of papers (to reduce costs of redistributing papers for review).

The first prediction turned out to be correct, and we were able to put together a strong programme committee.

As a result, we had an unprecedented flood of papers: 100 submitted from 21 countries. As papers started to come in, it became apparent that we needed more reviewers. It was then that the value of the combination of old-fashioned networking (people who know people) and new-fashioned networking (the Internet) became apparent. While the Internet made it possible to convert SAICSIT into an international event at relatively low cost, the unexpected number of papers made it essential to find many additional reviewers on short notice. Without the speed of e-mail to track people down and to distribute papers for review, the review process would have taken weeks longer, and it would have been much more difficult to track down as many new reviewers in so little time.

Even so, the number of referees who were willing to help on short notice was a pleasant surprise.

The accepted papers cover an interesting range of subjects, from management-interest Information Systems, to theoretical Computer Science, with subjects including database, Java, temporal logic and implications of e-commerce for tax.

In addition, we were very fortunate in being able to invite the president of the ACM, Barbara Simons as a keynote speaker. Consequently, the programme for SAICSIT’99 should be very interesting to a wide range of participants.

We were only able to find place in the proceedings for 36 papers out of the 100 submitted, of which only 24 are full research papers. While this number of papers is in line with our expectation of how many papers would be accepted in each category, we did not have a hard cut-off on the number of papers, but accepted all papers which were good enough, based on the reviews. Final selection was made by myself as Programme Chair, and Derrick Kourie, as editor of the South African Computer Journal. Additional papers are published via the conference web site.

We believe that we have put together a quality programme, and hope you will agree.
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Abstract

This paper presents a conceptual model of analyzing huge amount of information from a data warehouse into Multidimensional Database (MDDB) using multidimensional data (MDD) model. The major advantages of this model are: 1) it shows the input-output design phase of MDDB and 2) it reduces workload in high-volume data processing. This conceptual model shows how data catalogs can be used to generate the MDD forms (Dimensions, Variables or data values, and Relative dimensions) of a multidimensional cube for On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP). The model may also be expressed by fact schemes that integrate relative information and external sources, as well as extends the algorithm to build MDD patterns in standard SQL form. This schema is based on the basic elements of a MDD model. This model uses three symbols: center nodes, branch nodes, and rectangles. The center node represents the fastest varying dimension, branch nodes represent associate dimension attributes, and rectangles represent data value indexing and measurements.
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1 Introduction

Data warehouses collect, integrate, and clean a wide variety of external data sources and base data into a single database. A data warehouse is used primarily for decision support system (DSS) and management information system (MIS). Thus, it may contain many data entities to speed up query processing for different resulting data arrays [2].

Metadata, an important aspect of a data warehouse, collects various definitions of data elements in warehouse databases. Metadata collates conceptual or logical data structures of both objects and entities, together with all the relationships of the data elements within the database [6]. In this paper, metadata will support a Multidimensional Data (MDD) model to generate its own multidimensional cube.

A MDD model is a pattern of configuring large masses of data into patterns meaningful for management analysis and decision-making. It is composed of dimension, data values or variables, and relative dimension. A dimension is a group of attributes that is chosen by management to arrange the data (How many suppliers of shrimp is needed during the high flying season compared to during the low flying season?). Relative dimensions are the attributes in each dimension (Who are the suppliers? What size, color, of shrimp is needed at the galley?) Data values or variables refer to units of quantity or value measurements of the data. (How many kinds of dishes use shrimp? How many percent of passengers do not choose shrimp? How much less passengers fly during the off season?)

Previous research shows that a warehouse database leans on a multidimensional data model to generate data analysis. In this paper, the function is extended to initiating the data warehouse routine of transforming the data into a MDD model according to user specifications.

The accuracy of conceptual design is vital in building an information system so that it responds fully to user requirements. This paper presents a graph model that shows a routine for processing voluminous data from various sources into groups of related dimensions and associated data values. The focus of this paper is 1) to create a MDD model to meet user requirements more accurately, 2) to design a routine that automatically creates a database format, 3) to speed up the MDDB's input-output design phase, and 4) to minimize human error in the process. Using the graph theory this paper creates a MDD model based on relational format concepts of data processing.

Currently, the relational database is the standard operating format all over the world for high volume data processing. This format requires intensive man-hours to shape the mass of data into forms meaningful to management. At Thai Airways, an average of 2,016 man-hours per year is consumed for this routine, too slow to meet the demands of high-speed decision-making. This paper proposes MDDB, an automated process of MDD model creation that identifies, corrects, and screens out errors in a large mass of data. With MDDB, the procedure takes only an hour, and never again. When factored against the number of man-hours spent in all companies all over the world, this represents incredible savings of time, effort, and money.

The graph model describes how data entities are collected from a database through three symbols: center nodes, branch nodes, and rectangle nodes. A primary attribute is presented in a center-node. Foreign keys or char-
acter format attributes, and associated dimensions are presented in branch-nodes. Numeric format attributes are data values or variables presented in rectangle-node.

Curved lines show MDD relationships. Dashes show links between dimensions that support the OLAP drill-down concept. In complex data, the lines overlap to rotate and compare information. The finished B-tree structure fact scheme is reorganized into MDD models of a hypercube in terms of a standard SQL form supported by algorithms.

2 Background and Literature Review

Data warehousing has three phases that start from raw data and ends in knowledge extracted from the database. First, data is segmented according to some criteria. Second, data is cleaned, then transformed. Data is then stored in data warehouse with distinct structures.

When data is stored in relational forms at the data access layer, it is voluminous because of storage at the lowest level of granularity. It is necessary to produce summarized data in MDDB in order to access the data volumes quickly. The two types of data summaries in MDDB are lightly summarized data, which is distilled from low levels, and highly-summarized data, which is compact and easily accessible.

To rebuild the lowest detailed data into summarized data, data accuracy must be declared to prevent error contamination. There are several techniques to acquire and integrate information from heterogeneous sources and to query very large database efficiently. The E/R approach is presented as a graph model for data warehousing called Dimension Fact Model. This proposes a semi-automated routine based on pre-existing Entity/Relationship schemes. The E/R model is used widespread as a conceptual formalism to provide standard documentation for relational information systems. Many efforts have been done to use the E/R scheme as input for designing non-relational database.

A decision tree (name, date) is a method of decision-making that is applicable when complex branching occurs in a structured decision process. A decision tree is particularly useful when it is essential to keep a string of decisions in a particular sequence. A decision tree allows description of conditions and actions on branch nodes. Thus, it was applied in this research to negotiate the complex routes of data warehouse structuring.

Most research about data warehousing focuses on control of multi-dimensional views within data warehouse environments such as maintenance techniques, view technique designs, and multiple views consistency. To reduce maintenance costs, Nam Huyn proposed a process of preserving the views and keeping them consistent without updating the warehouse. The process introduces an algorithm to generate SQL queries, the answers of which determine if a view can be maintained in a given situation.

The process presents a framework of view design that achieves the best combination of good query performance and low view maintenance. A framework is presented to highlight issues of materialized view design in a distributed data warehouse environment. For multiple views consistency (MVC), Yue Zhuge, et al., presents three layers of consistency for materialized views in a distributed environment. This consistency develops simple and scalable algorithms for achieving MVC in a warehouse database.

Recent research in the area of conceptual design of data warehouse introduces the E/R (Entity/Relationship) diagrams conceptual model, on which the graph model of this research is based. Matteo Golfarelli, et al., used the E/R model to build a Dimensional Fact (DF) model. He also represents query patterns on a fact scheme made up of a set of markers placed on the dimension attributes. The DF model was used as a basis to change the graph model into MDD model.

Aric Shoshani introduces a statistical database (SDB) schema using a graph representation of a bi-dimensional table that represents attributes as nodes, and represents levels of hierarchical classification as branching lines. This formed the basis of creating the symbolic representation of the multidimensional cube of this research.

3 Conceptual Design of MDD model

The MDD model was created in two steps. First, the structure of the relational format was changed into the graph model structure. Then, the data elements of the relational format were changed into dimensional fact elements of nodes and rectangles to represent various data dimensions. As a result, the bidimensional relational format became a multidimensional model, referred to in this paper as a Cube Model. The Graph Model is a two-dimensional representation of the multidimensional theory of the Cube Model.

The connecting links between the various dimensions and associated data values comprise the multidimensionality of the Cube Model. On paper, the Graph Model represents this multidimensionality with basic MDD components and relationships between the various groupings. A MDD form represents dimension as logical grouping of attributes with a common atomic key relationship.
In a great mass of data elements, one cannot identify whether an attribute is a dimension or a variable; the selection is automatic, not human. The system does the selection using what is called a propositional function. The result needs to be verified if it is really a dimension, so it is in the meantime called a candidate dimension. To verify, an algorithm is used to compare attribute by attribute, until the candidate dimension is verified as a real dimension. A real dimension is called actual dimension.

Each group of data elements includes so many dimensions that it is necessary to identify the actual dimensions, those that are relevant to the needs of the management. A dimension is the logical grouping of attributes with a common atomic key relationship [6]. This is a subject-oriented grouping that includes product, location and time.

How is a dimension identified exactly? First, when an attribute in a data entity is established as part of a MDD model, the attribute is classified as ‘candidate dimension’. The propositional function is a formal way for representing knowledge in terms of declarative sentences [8]. The propositional function specifies that any attribute \( x \) of a data format is defined as a candidate dimension if the attribute is an index key field or its data is expressed either in character or date format, thus: \((\forall x)(I_x \cup (d_{var} \cup d_{num})) \Rightarrow D_i\)

where, \( I_x \) is the index key format, normally stored as key field, \( x \) is the type of data property which is equivalent to character format (denoted by “c”), or date/time format (denoted by “t”), and \( D_i \) is the attribute \( x \) within dimension of data entity \( i \), when \( i > 0 \).

Second, any candidate dimension is reclassified as ‘actual dimension’ using a comparative algorithm as described in the next section (Section 3.2: Building the B-tree Model).

### 3.1 Defining Candidate Dimension and Variable

#### 3.1.1 Selection of Candidate Dimensions

In a great mass of data elements, one cannot identify whether an attribute is a dimension or a variable; the selection is automatic, not human. The system does the selection using what is called a propositional function. The result needs to be verified if it is really a dimension, so it is in the meantime called a candidate dimension. To verify, an algorithm is used to compare attribute by attribute, until the candidate dimension is verified as a real dimension. A real dimension is called actual dimension.

Each group of data elements includes so many dimensions that it is necessary to identify the actual dimensions, those that are relevant to the needs of the management. A dimension is the logical grouping of attributes with a common atomic key relationship [6]. This is a subject-oriented grouping that includes product, location and time.

How is a dimension identified exactly? First, when an attribute in a data entity is established as part of a MDD model, the attribute is classified as ‘candidate dimension’. The propositional function is a formal way for representing knowledge in terms of declarative sentences [8]. The propositional function specifies that any attribute \( x \) of a data format is defined as a candidate dimension if the attribute is an index key field or its data is expressed either in character or date format, thus: \((\forall x)(I_x \cup (d_{var} \cup d_{num})) \Rightarrow D_i\)

where, \( I_x \) is the index key format, normally stored as key field, \( x \) is the type of data property which is equivalent to character format (denoted by “c”), or date/time format (denoted by “t”), and \( D_i \) is the attribute \( x \) within dimension of data entity \( i \), when \( i > 0 \).

Second, any candidate dimension is reclassified as ‘actual dimension’ using a comparative algorithm as described in the next section (Section 3.2: Building the B-tree Model).

#### 3.1.2 Selection of Candidate Variables

Each group of data includes so many variables, that it is necessary to identify the variables that are relevant to the needs of the management. A variable is a fact or measure that is generally stored as a numeric field [6]. According to the attributes remaining after the candidate dimensions are indicated, the propositional function of defining a candidate variable is that any attribute \( x \) is defined as a candidate variable if its data type is in a numeric (binary, integer, or decimal) format: \((\forall x)(d_{num}) \Rightarrow V_i\)

where, \( d_{num} \) is data type in numeric format (denoted by “n”), and \( V_i \) is attribute \( x \) within the variable of data entity \( i \), where \( i > 0 \).

The term relative dimension refers to the description of the associated data of a dimension. It defines the relationships of an ordinary attribute to a grouping relation. The first step of defining the relative dimension is to convert it into a candidate dimension. The next step is to repeatedly predicate the characteristic of actual dimension and relative dimension. (See Section 3.2)
### Example 1: Define candidate dimension and variable of data entity PRODUCT.

Table 1 shows that the attribute PRODUCT is the primary key field of the data entity. This is thus assigned as 'candidate dimension.' Other attributes (SALESMAN, MANUFACTURER, CUSTOMER, and SHIPMENT) present the foreign key fields of the data entity. These attributes are thus assigned as candidate dimensions corresponding to the PRODUCT attribute. The attributes of CATEGORY, SIZE, and ORDER DATE are assigned as candidate dimension because they are in character or date formats. The attributes of ORDER QUANTITY and PRICE are classified as candidate variables because they are in numeric format. The result is:

\[
\begin{align*}
D_{\text{PRODUCT}} & \quad D_{\text{PRODUCT}} \\
D_{\text{PRODUCT}} & \quad D_{\text{PRODUCT}} \\
D_{\text{PRODUCT}} & \quad D_{\text{PRODUCT}} \\
D_{\text{PRODUCT}} & \quad D_{\text{PRODUCT}} \\
D_{\text{PRODUCT}} & \quad D_{\text{PRODUCT}} \\
D_{\text{PRODUCT}} & \quad D_{\text{PRODUCT}} \\
D_{\text{PRODUCT}} & \quad D_{\text{PRODUCT}}
\end{align*}
\]

3.2 Building the B-tree of MDD model

The previous chapter discusses the automated process of identifying candidate dimensions and variables within a mass of high-volume data. This chapter presents the process of changing candidate dimensions and variables into actual dimensions and variables.

The MDD is a finite set of grouping relations, a combination of the attributes of dimension, variable, and/or relative dimension. Grouping relation generally contains dimension as base attributes carrying useful information. The variables attribute and relative dimension are related to any dimension attribute called 'associated attributes' and are derived from the base attributes. The candidate dimension, which is the primary index of a data entity, is assigned as 'main dimension,' the starting point of the Graph Model.

The starting point of a tree structure is the main dimension, which is represented by a center node. From this, other candidate dimension attributes (sub-dimensions) follow in the form of smaller circles. For instance, elements of Table 1 are shown in Figure 1 with lines that delineate the relationships between the main dimension PROD-
able' in Section 3.1.2, they must be compared together within the same data. This repeated predication is necessary in order to verify whether the candidate dimensions and variables are actual dimensions, variables, and relative dimensions.

The comparative process follows:

1. Choose one data entity from the warehouse database.

2. From the data entity, choose one candidate dimension as primary index key.

3. Use this primary index key to start a data map. Map the primary index key with the other attributes in the data entity.

4. After mapping, use a comparative algorithm to screen and remove all incomplete, missing, unrelated, and duplicate data.

5. Program the algorithm to identify each attribute in each data set as either ‘actual dimension,’ ‘variable,’ or ‘relative dimension.’ (Or use commercial software such as Personal Express Tool<sup>TM</sup>, Metacube<sup>TM</sup>, etc.)

6. Execute the program.

Data is now ready for analysis for relationships among the attributes of one data entity. The Graph Model now incorporates the element of relationship between the primary and other attributes: the small circles are white to indicate sub-dimensions while black circles indicate relative dimensions (See Section 5.2).

Comparative Algorithm:

At each data mapping:

- Initially, set \( V_L_1, V_L_2 \) to empty.
- Count data values of \textit{first attribute} \((a_1)\) of data mapping into \( V_L_1 \).
- Do while data mapping is not empty
  - If \textit{second attribute} \((a_2)\) of data mapping is candidate dimension.
    - Performed SQL process of second attribute
      1. Count data values into \( V_L_2 \)
      2. If \( V_L_1 \) equal to \( V_L_2 \) Set \( a_2 \) to be relative dimension.
         Else Set \( a_2 \) to be actual dimension.
    Else
    - Performed SQL process of second attribute
      1. If \( V_L_1 \) equal to \( V_L_2 \) Set \( a_2 \) to be relative dimension.
         Else Set \( a_2 \) to be actual variable
      - \( V_L_2 \) is set to empty.

End Do

End Algorithm

Example 2: Identifying actual dimension, variable, and relative dimension of \textit{PRODUCT} data entity

1. Extract the file labeled \textit{PRODUCT} data entity from the warehouse database.

2. From the file’s many attributes, select \( D_{product} \) as the primary index key.

3. Compare \( D_{product} \) with the other attributes.

4. Data mapping is accomplished as: \{\( D_{product} \cup D_{salesman}\), \( D_{product} \cup D_{manufacturer}\), \( D_{product} \cup D_{customer}\), \( D_{product} \cup D_{shipment}\), \( D_{product} \cup D_{category}\), \( D_{product} \cup D_{size}\), \( D_{product} \cup V_{orderquantity}\), \( D_{product} \cup V_{price}\)\}

5. Execute comparative algorithm.

The program executes a routine that counts the item number of \( D_{product} \) attribute by aggregate function (e.g. \textit{sum}, \textit{avg}, \textit{min}, \textit{count}) into variable \( V_L_1 \). The routine is executed until the data mapping set is empty.

At the first data mapping set, the comparative algorithm represents the difference between \( D_{product} \) and \( D_{salesman} \) as candidate dimension. The \( D_{salesman} \) attribute is counted by aggregate function of the SQL process and recorded into variable \( V_L_2 \).

6. Identify actual and relative elements.

The program executes a routine that compares the variables \( V_L_1 \) and \( V_L_2 \). If the results show absolute dissimilarity, then the \( D_{salesman} \) attribute is assigned as actual dimension. If the results show similarity, then, the attribute is assigned as relative dimension.

The program executes the routine to process the candidate dimensions of \textit{MANUFACTURER}, \textit{CUSTOMER}, and \textit{SHIPEMENT} with \textit{PRODUCT} attribute and assigned as actual dimensions. If the Step 6 routine shows a similarity of relationships, the candidate dimensions are labeled as relative dimensions. If dissimilar, they are labeled as actual dimension. When candidate variables of \textit{PRICE} are similar to \textit{PRODUCT}, \textit{PRICE} is then assigned as a relative dimension. The candidate variable of \textit{ORDER QUANTITY} is automatically assigned as actual variable.

3.2.2 Defining Main and Sub-dimensions

Figure 1 shows the relationship between main and sub dimensions, both indicated as actual dimensions. An actual dimension, a primary index key, is assigned as main dimension. The other actual dimensions are assigned as sub-dimensions.

For instance, a \( D_{product} \) attribute is a primary index key of the data entity labeled as \textit{PRODUCT}. The process assigns \textit{PRODUCT} attribute as main dimension or finest aggregation of the tree structure, represented by a large
3.2.3 Drawing the Graph Model

MDD models are drawn as graphs using symbols such as circle nodes, boxes that are connected with lines, dashes, and arrows. The main dimension is shown as a center-node in the Graph Model by a large circle. Sub-dimensions are shown as branch nodes, represented by small black circles of two types: Relative dimensions are solid black and connected solely to the center node, actual dimensions are white and may be connected to either the center node or to branch-nodes. Actual variables are boxes labeled with attribute names in numeric format and linked solely with the center node. Measurements are in boxes linked to the actual variables solely. They are separated from the actual variable box because they are only formulas while actual variable boxes store physical data values. An example is in the following Graph Model 2:

Assume the measurement of the attribute AMOUNT is included in this graph model, as a result of the multiplication of the attributes ORDER QUANTITY and PRICE. The model shows a box with the attribute name linked by a related actual variable. This is an example of a graph model utilizing only bidimensional (2D) relationships. For example, the SALES MAN branch node and the PRODUCT center node represents only a row-and-column relationship associated with a tabulated form of quantity and price value.

However, a Graph Model can be fully utilized to conduct a multidimensional view simply by connecting lines into the desired nodes. The model below illustrates the adaptivity of a 2D graph model into 3D graph model.

Figure 2 uses the Graph Model on the bidimensional (2D) level, similar to tabular representation. The result of order quantity is summarized by \( \{D_{\text{product}} \cup D_{\text{salesman}}\}, \{D_{\text{product}} \cup D_{\text{manufacturer}}\}, \{D_{\text{product}} \cup D_{\text{customer}}\}, \{D_{\text{product}} \cup D_{\text{shipment}}\}, \) and \( \{D_{\text{product}} \cup D_{\text{orderdate}}\}. \) (See Fig. 3a and 3b.)

Figures 3a and 3b show similar results by simply shifting the focus of analysis from SALES MAN to MANUFACTURER. The multidimensionality of the data analysis is in the flexibility of shifting focus of analysis as desired. Figure 3c shows the summary of ORDER QUANTITY as processed by \( \{D_{\text{product}} \cup D_{\text{salesman}} \cup D_{\text{manufacturer}}\}, \{D_{\text{product}} \cup D_{\text{salesman}} \cup D_{\text{customer}}\}, \{D_{\text{product}} \cup D_{\text{salesman}} \cup D_{\text{shipment}}\}, \) and \( \{D_{\text{product}} \cup D_{\text{salesman}} \cup D_{\text{orderdate}}\}. \) The results of processing AMOUNT and the ORDER QUANTITY are the same.

To transform a graph model into a MDD model using Personal Express Tool™ the routine is:

**Variable Process:**

- DEFINE orderqty_01 VARIABLE <product salesman manufacturer> LD Orderqty of product-salesman-manufacturer dimension
- DEFINE orderqty_02 VARIABLE <product salesman customer> LD Orderqty of product-salesman-customer dimension
- DEFINE orderqty_03 VARIABLE <product salesman shipment> LD Orderqty of product-salesman-shipment dimension
- DEFINE orderqty_04 VARIABLE <product salesman orderdate> LD Orderqty of product-salesman-orderdate dimension

**Measurement Process:**

- DEFINE amount_01 FORMULA orderqty_01*Price LD amount of product-salesman-manufacturer dimension
- DEFINE amount_02 FORMULA orderqty_02*Price LD amount of product-salesman-customer dimension
The creation of a MDD model based on the Graph Model as shown in Figure 3 shows that a three-dimensional graph model is insufficient to analyze the problem in all its aspects. In such instances, the model is easily reorganized into as many dimensions as desired.

3.3 Linking Related Graph Models Together

When dimension attributes of various data entities are related, Graph Models may be linked using a dotted line to connect the related dimension attributes. An example follows.

There are three Graph Models in Figure 4: a PRODUCT graph model, a SALESMAN graph model, and a DATE graph model. Table 2's graph model with the base attribute SALESMAN is associated to the same attribute in the PRODUCT graph model. The connection of the two graph models will result in a wider dimensional analysis.

For example, management may want to know how much commission came out of the purchases of customer X. The analysis is completed when two graph models are combined as: \( D_{product} \cup D_{saleman} \cup D_{customer} \cup D_{ordertime} \Rightarrow V_{commission} \).

3.3.1 Additional Aids

Illustrating multidimensional views in other ways, (e.g. Roll-Ups, Drill-Downs) can be useful techniques to present levels of hierarchical data. These techniques are helpful because they create attributes for each level on the hierarchy. For instance, an ORDER DATE attribute may be defined into levels of WEEK, MONTH, QUARTER, and YEAR. The attribute AREA may be divided into geographical levels such as: CONTINENT, COUNTRY, REGION, CITY, and so on. Users can roll-up and drill down through multiple dimensions concurrently.
The MOD model can easily incorporate such additional procedures. Existing databases can easily be processed using these add-ons. The MOD model can be reprogrammed to automatically process these new dimensions. This not only widens the range of analysis, it also allows local programmers to utilize routines developed elsewhere to enrich their processing functions.

For example, the year 1998 of ORDER DATE attribute is connected to year 1998 in DATE data entity. The QUARTER sublevel of year 1998 is divided into Q198, Q298, Q398, and Q498. The MONTH sublevel of Q198 is divided into JAN98, FEB98, and MAR98, all embedded as aggregation of detailed levels and summed up to the highest level as follows:

The routine may be programmed thus:

```
DEFINE parent.orderdate RELATION orderdate <orderdate>
CALL execution_1
ROLLUP orderqty_04 OVER orderdate USING parent.orderdate
ROLLUP amount_04 OVER orderdate USING parent.orderdate
```

The system will automatically aggregate values of actual data to the higher level, as shown in Table 4.

### 4 Conclusion

This paper introduces the MDD model, a more efficient alternative to the relational database, the standard operating format all over the world for high volume data processing. The model was created with this four-point focus: 1) to create a MDD that meets user requirements more accurately, 2) to design a routine that automatically creates an MDDB format, 3) to speed up the input-output design phase, and 4) to minimize human error.

The MDD structure identifies data attributes as candidate dimension or/and candidate variables using the propositional function. The attributes are then compared by comparative algorithm for relationship between attributes. The outcome is automatically generated as MDDB by linking similar dimension attributes to build the multidimensional views. Data loading is expressed as query patterns. Validation and rebuilding is by user interaction. Roll-up and drill down features of OLAP can be incorporated as self-activating routines to increase efficiency.
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